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1 - the cast

                   The cast of the story
From Sega:                                                                                   From FAC:
 
Sonic the hedgehog                                                         Nitro the porcupine
Mile"tails"prower                                                               Alex the demon hedgehog 
Knuckles the echidna                                                       Epsilon the raccoon
Shadow the hedgehog                                                     Sharon the hedgehog
rouge the bat                                                                   Zlaytix the panther
E-123 Omega                                                                  Mina mongoose
Amy rose                                                                         Lightning the hedgehog
Cream the rabbit                                                             Kki the cat
Big the cat                                                                       Roxy the hedgehog
Espio the chameleon                                                       Blade the hedgehog
Charmy bee                                                                     E-5000 Razor
Vector the crocodile                                                         E-5001 niion
Dr.eggman                                                                       E-5002 Blizzard
Eggman Nega                                                                  E-5003 Omicron
Blaze the cat                                                                    E-5004 Sigma
Tikal the echidna                                                             E-5005 Kappa
Silver the hedgehog                                                        E-5006 Theta
metal Sonic                                                                     E-5007 Upsilon
metal Knuckles                                                               E-5008 Lamda
metal Shadow                                                                 chao
chao                                                                               Samie-o
chaos                                                                             Crystal
                                                                                      Steph
                                                                                      Tydle
                                                                                      Kira



2 - Amy and tails fans beware

 
 
 Sonic Flash oh yeah!!
  *title explodes*
 

Sonic:welcome to sonic flash!
Tails:MEW MEW MEW MEEEEEEW MEW MEW!!!!
(N/A:I got that from sonic says on you tube)
Sonic:SHUT UP TAILS!!!!
Tails:Sorry sonic I was trying to....
Amy:*run to sonic*SOOOONIKKKKUUUUUUU
Sonic:AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHH IT'S AAAMMMYYY!!!!!*runs like he never ran before*
Amy:Come back sonic!*pants*I'm gonna get you sonic!*starts running like she never ran before*OH
SHHIIIIIIIIIIIII*trips over a rock that wasn't there when she started to run
faster*OOOOOOOOOOOWWWW!!!!!!!>_<
???:Hahahahahahahahahahahahahaha!!!!
Amy:*pulls out her hammer*Who's there!!!If I find I'm gonna kick your @$$!
???:HOW DARE YOU!!*uses a telekinetic slam on Amy*Had enough?
Tail:who are you?
???:I am sonicspeed619 your owner!*puts hand out*Watch and learn.
Knux:*comes out of nowhere*What the hell am I doing here?!I'm trying to guard the master emerald, And
what happend to her?*points at Amy*
Amy:*twitching*
SS619:nuttin
Knux:Hey sonicspeed how It going
*Everyone but me and knuckles were confused*
Shadow:*came out of a black hole which was chaos control*Oh hey guys.
Sonic:Hey whats that hanging out your pocket?
Shadow:That's nuttin really.*guns and knives falls out of his pocket*Dammit!!>_<
Everyone:O_O
???1,???2and???3:*come out of nowhere and attacked sonic,knux and shadow*
*some sonic x battle music comes on*
Everyone:What the Hell was that?!
tails:Urh!
???2:*stabs tails in the chest*
Sonic:TAILS!!
???1:well,well,well long time no see sonic.
Sonic:I know that voice it's...
 
                                        to be continued......
SS619:If you guess who are those three ??? are you can have a cookie!YAY COOKIES!!!^_^



3 - The battle prt 1

Okay If you know already Tails is dead and Amy's body parts are broken.back to the conclusion to who
are these three people.Metal sonic,Metal knuckles and metal shadow.If you didn't guess in chapter
two.NO COOKIES FOR YOU!*eats a cookie* 
 
 
 Sonic Flash oh yeah!!
  *title explodes*

 
Sonic:Metal sonic!?I-I thought I beat you fair and square.
M.sonic:well that was before.Now I am new and improved sucka!
M.knux:Hahaha!It's like taking candy from a baby!*throws Tails off a cliff*
M.shadow:Prepare to die faker!
Knux:well your gonna help us right sonicspeed?
Sonic:ready to kick some @$$!
Shadow:I am!*pulls out some guns*
Knux:LETS DO THIS!!*punches fist together then punches air*
SS619:Your on your own dudes see ya!*vanishes*
M.knux:Well I'm gonna rip you to shreds knuckles!*charges to Knux with his hand in the air*
Knux:fat chance!*jumps to the side and uppercuts M.knux*
M.knux:ugh!*vanishes before touching the ground*
Knux:Where did he.....
M.Knux:*smack him in the back of the head so hard that he was unconscious*
Shadow:DIE DIE DIE!*shoots m.shadow and M.knux at the same time*
M.knux &M.shadow:Damn you shadow!*slashes shadow at the same time*
Shadow:*does the matrix before they almost attacked him**turns around and mule kicked them at the
same time*
???:It's that blue hedgehog.He needs my help!
Sonic & M.sonic:*teleporting every where and attacking each other*
Sonic:Your not gonna win metal!
M.sonic:That's what you think!
M.shadow&M.knux:UGH!!(hahaha stupid fool!)*vanish**goes behind shadow and almost*
Shadow:what kind of....
M.sh&M.k:Prepare to.....*getting lifted in the air*What the!
*sonic the hedgehog(2006)theme comes on*
???:*throws them so far that they got weaker from the impact**then does the same thing to M.sonic*
Sonic & shadow:Silver?!
Silver:Hi sonic.hi shadow. 

                                                        
 to be continue....



4 - The battle part 2

...........U_UZZz
 
 
 
Sonic Flash oh yeah!!
  *title explodes*

Shadow:where did you come from?
Sonic:And how you know to find us?
Sliver:Well Hunter helped me out.
Sonic:Who's that?
SS619:That would be me!See I helped you guy out.^_^Now wait a sec.*makes Knux conscious again*
Knux:Damn My heads like dog man!!!>_<
SS619:*makes tails alive again*
Tails:I'm alive?I'M ALIVE!!!
SS619:laterz!*vanishes*

@some where else

*Sonic adv 2 theme comes on*
SS619:Hey guys you know about sonic that blue hedgehog right?
???1:Yeah the one that save the world from time to time.
SS619:Yes that's the one.
???2:should we warn him about the evil one?
SS619:Yes ___.
???3:let me go help them!
???2:No what about the plan?
SS619:don't I got this.___ you go make a portal to send him to the place.
???4:Okay.*makes a portal*I hope you be ok ___.
???3:I will___.*goes into portal*
 
@farther than the battle field

*shadow the hedgehog theme come on*
M.Knux:What in bloody hell was that!?
M.shadow:It was some kind of a telekinetic force.
M.Knux:I'M GONNA FREAKING KILL THE PERSON WHO DID THIS TO ME!!!*jets off so the trees
bended*
M.sonic:AAAAAAAARRRRGHHHH!*does the same thing M.knux did*
M.shadow:TIME TO KILL!!!*jets offs even faster than both of them*
 
                                             To be continued......



 



5 - The batte and the future

Well we all know that M.sonic,M.knux and M.shadow are pissed off and who are those 4
mystery characters?let's find out!
 
 
 
Sonic Flash oh yeah!!
  *title explodes*

 
Sonic:I'm glad that's over
Shadow:Me too.
Knux:What happened I was unconscious as so I'd heard.
Tails:Yeah what.....Wait a minute you was unconscious?!
Knux:SHUT UP OR I'LL MAKE YOU UNCONSCIOUS!!!>_<
Tails:alright,alright damn*mumbling under his breathe*
Sonic:Ooookaaaay.anyways me and metal was fighting are asses off so on and so for this and that.
Tails and Knux:O_O
Sliver:I know if hunter did not tell me you guys were in trouble you all would be dead!
Tails:who's that?
Knux:sonicspeed.
Tails :Oh.
M.s,M.sh & M.k:TIME TO DIE!!*charging to the five*
Amy:NOOOOO*screams extremely loud*
/////////
M.s,M.sh & M.k:*explodes*
???3:*come out of the portal that ???4 opened*You guys okay?*puts sword back*
Amy:I am*runs over to ???3*
???1:Hey get away from my little bro!*come out of portal
Sonic:Who are you guy?
???3:I'm Epsilon It's nice to meet you in person sonic the hedgehog.
Sonic:how do you know my name?
???1:From where we came from your famous.
Sonic:I'm famous?!$_$
???1:Oh and by the way I'm Tydle.Tydle the hedgehog
Epsilon:We to warn you about the evil one.Lord Razor.He is stronger than metal sonic.
Sonic:Did you say he's stronger than metal sonic.
Tydle:No dookie!
Sonic:Okay I was making sure you said that.
Epsilon:Sonic I need you to bring your of your friends with us to fight this evil.
Sonic:Okay*pulls out phone of and calls team chaotix,Blaze and nitro*
Epsilon:Wait you know Nitro.
Sonic:yes I do.



Epsilon and tydle:that's are little brother!We thought he died!
Tails:*calls cream*
Shadow:*calls rouge and Omega*
Amy:*calls Tikal* 
V.E.Ch.Cr.R & O:*comes right away*Hi guys whats up?
So.A.Sh.T.Si:where going on a field trip!
everyone:YAY!!^_^
                                           To be continue...                        



6 - the future

 I'M BACK!
 
Sonic flash oh yeah!!
*title explodes*
 
 
 
Vector:who is the sonic?*points at Epsilon*
Epsilon:My name is Epsilon
Tikal:cool name!^^ and u?*looks at Tydle*
Tydle:Tydles the name
Tails:where are we going?
Epsilon:to the future 
Omega:Is Eggman In there?
Tydle:yes
Omega:MUST DESTROY EGGMAN
Rouge:oh shut up*slaps Omega in the face*OWW THAT FREAKING HURTS><
Omega:*heads spinning rapidly*
Cream:*goes to tails*
Tails: wtf is wrong with you?!
Shadow:*hears voice calling him*

 



7 - The future pt 2

IIIIIIIII'M BBAAAAAAAAAK

Sonic flash oh yeah*title explodes*

Epsilon: well here we are
Everyone but Epsilon and tydle: O O
Sonic: cool place
SS619: Hi guys
Vector: Who the hell are you
SS619:*smacks him*Do you remember now?
Vector: Oh yea hi hunter!
Espio: Vector you stupid dog*slaps forehead*
???: welcome back Epsilon and Tydle!
Epsilon: hi KKI!*kisses her*
Sonic: aww and eww
Amy:*slaps sonic*
Tikal: kisses Knux on the cheek*
Rouge:*kisses Shadow*
Shadow and knux: ^ ^
???:*spits on ground*heh
Nitro: Hi Alex!
Alex: hey...so the gangs all here
Big: I WANT ICE CREAM
Everyone but charmy: WTF?!
Charmy: what the hell does WTF mean?
Espio: GO TO YOUR ROOM CHARMY! ><
Charmy: WAAAAAH*flys in portal*
*portal closes*
Charmy: aww fiddlesticks...I mean...frack!
Alex: lmao
Big: HAHA BEE GO BOOM!
Nitro:SHUT UP OR I'LL DETONATE THE BOMB I PUT IN U!
*flashback*
Big:*eats some cake**something red is beeping on cake**eats it* MMM!
*flashback ends*
Big: frack U!
Nitro: that it!>< *presses bomb detonator button*
Big:*explodes*
MK narrator: Nitro wins.Fatality!
Nitro: w00t ^^



everyone: OO
Nitro: what?
Everyone: rofltao
Tydle: ok then...I forgot what I was gonna say ^_^'
SS619: -_-'
Alex:*ears go up*
Shadow: what is it?
Alex:I sense someone near by

To be continued...



8 - The future pt 3

???1: whoa! That was soooo awesome!
???2: *whispers*quiet!you'll blow our cover!
Alex: who are you?!
Shadow: and where are you!?
???1 and 2: Eeep!O_O"
???2: too late now -___-"
Alex and shadow: ANSWER ME!
Shadow: whoa a paradox
???1:*whispers*should we?
???2:*whispers*we have no choice
???1 and 2:*jump down from the sky*(there was an echidna and a red and black fox)
Alex: heh.. so there you are
???2: allow me to introduce our selves I'm a Flame and this here *points at ???!* is Ben 
Sonic: Are you friend or foe
Hunter: friends
Knux: *sigh* not another echidna
Ben: What did you say?!
Knux: I said not another echidna.gotta problem with that
Ben: yes I do!
Hunter: STOP!
Knux: Hmph
Ben:Hmph
Knux and Ben:*mumbles* I hate that echidna!
Omega: *pokes something*
??3: EEEEK! PERVERT*kicks omega so hard his head spun in an 360 degree angle 50 times*
Alex: this is my girlfriend Loretta
Lorreta: hi Alex:*kisses him*
Shadow: wow!!
Rouge:*slaps shadow*
Shadow: WTF DID I DO!?DAMN!
???4: Epsilon!
Epsilon: kki!*hugs her*
Ben: that was awesome Nitro when you blew up big
Nitro:aw shucks ~^_^~
*here wall getting banged on*
Everyone: *sees walls crack**get on guard*
*walls are busted in all 8 directions*
Everyone : see a swarm of robots
Robot 1: TARGETING..TARGETING..ATTACK FORM PI!!ATAAACK!!

To be continued...



9 - the war

sonic flash oh yea
*title explodes*

Hunter: everyone in formations
Everyone: scheme
Sonic,silver,and shadow:*got the West side*
Omega,Knux,and Vector:*got South side*
Rouge,Tikal,and Loretta:*got the East side*
Alex,Nitro,and Epsilon:*got the North*
Tails,Amy,and cream:*got the Northeast*
Ben,Flame and Hunter:*got the Southeast*
Hunter:  damn we need more ppl
* 6 ppl bust through the ceiling*
???1: Eclipse the hedgehog*goes Southwest*
???2: Samie-o the coyolf*goes Southwest*
???3: Steph the mouse*goes Southwest*
???4: Crystal the lynx*goes Northwest*
???5: lightning the hedgehog*goes Northwest*
???6: and Sharon the hedgehog*goes Northeast*
Hunter: glad you guys can make it.Now GET READY EVERYONE!
Everyone:*charges* AAAAAAAAAAAAAH! :@
*intense battle music plays*
Robots:*get closer*
Hunter: stay in position!Ready formation X!
*places in unstable*
North group:*kicks one robot on north remainder of wall*
South group:*kicks one robot on south remainder of wall *
East group:*kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
West group:*kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
SW group:*kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
SE group:*kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
NW group:*kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
NE group:*again,kicks one robot on their remainder of wall*
*this all happen simultaneously(at once)*
*ceiling falls on all the the robots in the hideout*
Eveyone: *sees even more outside*
Alex: Ready shadow?*takes off wrist bands**takes oh ankle bands*
Shadow: oh I see*takes off wrist bands*
Alex and Shadow:*starts to shine*
Alex and shadow:*do that thing from shadows ending on Sonic 06*
*10 mins later all robot in the area in scrap*



Narrator[male]:who is behind this scheme?and is the war truly...
*Music stops*
Narrator[Female]:Hey thats my line!
Narrator1: No it...*looks in script*...is?yes it is
Narrator2: I told you.
Narrator1: shoot I got pwn3d just now DX anyways
Narrator2: oh Ahem
*music plays agian*
Narrator2: and is the war truly over?

Both narrators:To be continued..
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